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ABSTRACT
An effective and splendid vehicle is arranged by the going with structure is laid out and executed for following the
progression of any prepared vehicle from any zone at whatever point. The proposed structure made Good use of an
exceptional advancement that consolidates a Smart telephone application with a microcontroller. One of a kind
check sensor is in like manner used for biometric affirmation. There are numerous one of kind check sensor
advancements. Gotten finger picture is deliberately arranged and secured in memory as a format. The one of a kind
sign of Vehicle's driver is taken by this device before the start of vehicle. Extraordinary stamp organizing count is
used to differentiate and in advance enrolled picture for checking affirmation. Among association based organizing,
edge incorporate based planning and subtle elements based organizing, last one is predominant as it is capable and
correct.
Keywords : Biometric Authentication, Fingerprint, Vehicle Security.

I. INTRODUCTION
Vehicle following frameworks were at first showed for
the movement/stack wanders since individuals need to
know the vehicle domain at whatever point they
required. Before long a-days the improvement is
winding up rapid a robotized following of the vehicle
structure is being utilized as a bit of a gathering of
approaches to manage track and exhibit the region of
the vehicle.
Along these lines, clients will be able to ceaselessly
screen a moving vehicle on request utilizing the
Smartphone application and pick the surveyed division
and time for the vehicle to get together at a given target.
With a specific extreme target to demonstrate the
probability and reason capacity of the structure, this
paper presents test deferred results of the vehicle
following framework and two or three encounters on
down to earth executions.

II. EXISTING SYSTEM

In the present system Zig-bumble bee is used for the
correspondence. Zig-bumble bee will empower only a
solitary to-one correspondence. The degree district is
confined and is not secured. Supplanting with Zig-Bee
disagreement machines can be costly.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
In the proposed structure, we have introduced special
check based vehicle following system-using GPS. It
empowers simply endorsed customer to use the vehicle.
This circuit is expected for following the region of
vehicles using GPS, which is fundamental and humble.
This is a respectable procedure for keeping our vehicles
from stolen. This following system sends us the land
encourages. By using these bearings, we can track our
vehicle position on electronic maps using web.
Microcontroller gets the bearings from GPS modem
and a short time later, it sends this information to the
customer in content SMS. SMS will be sent to the
proprietor of the vehicle. This SMS contains longitude
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and extent of the zone of vehicle. LCD is used to
demonstrate the messages.

rectifier there will be a voltage drop of 0.7v so to
speak.

IV.BLOCK DIAGRAM

Figure 2. Rectifier circuit

Power Supply:
A. Transformers

C. Voltage Regulator
The 78XX voltage controller is basically
general used controller for voltage controllers. The XX
addresses the voltage of which the voltage controller
conveys as the respect the particular device. 7805 will
convey and control the yield voltage of 5v.

Transformers are contraptions which go down
a generally higher AC data Voltage into a lower AC
yield voltage. To discover the information and yield
terminals of a transformer is unimaginably crude. There
are two sorts of transistors. Wander down transformers
and progress up transformers. Here we use progress
down transformers. These transformers are used to
discard some power and give low power yield. Here we
use 1Amp 12V transformer.
Figure 3. Voltage regulator

Figure 1. Transformer
B. Rectifier
Rectifier is a contraption, which is used to
change over AC voltage to DC voltage. It is separated
into Full wave and half wave rectifiers. Exactly when
forward uneven there will be voltage drop in diodes of
around 0.7v. In this way when two diodes are related
together for spread of light of the way there will be a
voltage drop of 1.4v since each diode as a voltage drop
of 0.7v. Regardless, by virtue of full wave interface
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D. LCD (Liquid Crystal Display)
LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) screen is an
electronic show module and locate a gigantic jumble of
occupations. A 16x2 LCD shows is astoundingly major
module and is generally used as a touch of different
gadgets and circuits. These modules are reinforced
more than seven segments and different multi area
LEDs.
The cost select shops the summon orientation given to
the LCD. A summon is a course given to LCD to do a
predefined undertaking like introducing it, clearing its
show, putting the cursor work, controlling display and
so on. The estimations enlist shops the experiences to
be showed up on the LCD. The realities are the ASCII
estimation of the character to be exhibited at the LCD.
Snap to splash up extra about internal structure of a
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LCD. There are different styles of LCD takes after
16x2 and 20x4. Here on this test we use 16x2 LCD.
Here we use touch cross section LCD.
E. Pin Diagram

Figure 6. Motor driver
Figure 4. LCD module
F. Motor
In a segment of the devices, wanders you may
need to control a DC Motor with Arduino
microcontroller. The most extraordinary current that
can be sourced or sunk from an Arduino
microcontroller is 15 mA at 5v. However, a DC Motor
need streams particularly more than that and it require
voltages 6v, 12v, 24v et cetera, dependent upon the sort
of motor used. Another issue is that the back emf
conveyed by the motor may impact the most ideal
working of the microcontroller. Due to these reasons
we can't interface a DC Motor particularly to a
microcontroller.

G. GSM Module
Overall system for flexible correspondence (GSM) is a
universally recognized standard for cutting edge cell
correspondence. GSM is the name of an organization
gather developed in 1982 to influence a regular
European cell to telephone standard that would
characterize subtle elements for a dish European
convenient cell radio structure working at 900 MHz. It
is assessed that various countries outside of Europe will
join the GSM affiliation.
3G (UMTS) or 4G (LTE) engages you to finish
higher data speeds than while using 2G (GSM). If you
select LTE/GSM/WCDMA (Auto mode), your wireless
thusly switches between the two frameworks modes
gave you're inside extent of a 3G or 4G orchestrate.

Figure 5. DC motor
To vanquish this issue the L293D driver IC is used. It
is a Quadruple Half H-Bridge driver and it deals with
the issue completely. You need not interface any
transistors, resistors or diodes. We can without a lot of
an extend control the trading of L293D using a
microcontroller or particularly to a microcontroller.

Figure 7. GSM module
H. GPS Module
GPS is utilized as a bit of engines for each
checking and course. Following frameworks empower
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a base station to keep up tune of the autos without the
intercession of the focal reason wherein, as course
contraption makes the crucial drive achieve the goal.
Despite whether course contraption or watching
machine, the structure is additional or widely less in
every way that really matters indistinct. Precisely when
an event gone off in any zone then GPS contraption
tracks the position of the auto and sends the data to the
particular character through GSM by alarmed the
character through SMS or through a call.

4. This system is useful to track user vehicle in
heavy crowded places like parking slots in
movie theatres etc.,
B. Advantages


Low power consumption



More reliable



More compatible



Less cost

VI.

Figure 8. GPS module

V. WORKING OF THE PROJECT
This system consists of finger print module, Arduino
microcontroller, motor driver, DC motor, GSM and
GPS module.
Finger print module used for improving security for
accessing vehicle. If fingerprint of user matches with
enrolled, finger print the DC motor is on. If not the DC
motor is off.

The design and execution of vehicle following system
by using one of a kind finger impression module is
affirmed. So it empowers simply endorsed customer to
use the vehicle. This structure is critical in much
application, for example, observation, security
following, which might be exhibited in mining trucks,
payload trucks, autos, cruiser, and robot. The
framework can be helpful for a couple of utilizations.
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